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Abstract In link state routing networks, every node has to construct a topological 6

map through the generation and exchange of routing information. Nevertheless, 7

if a node misbehaves then the connectivity in the network is compromised. The 8

proactive Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol has been designed 9

exclusively for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs). The core of the protocol is 10

the selection of Multipoint Relays (MPRs) as an improved flooding mechanism for 11

distributing link state information. This mechanism limits the size and number of 12

control traffic messages. As for several other routing protocols for MANETs, OLSR 13

does not include security measures in its original design. Besides, OLSR has been 14

extended to address a number of problems in MANETs. For example, Hierarchical 15

OLSR (HOLSR) has been proposed to address scalability and Multipath OLSR 16

(MP-OLSR) to address fault tolerance. However, these OLSR extensions can be 17

affected either by inheriting or adding new security threats. In this chapter, we 18

present a review of security issues and countermeasures in link state routing 19

protocols for MANETs. 20

6.1 Introduction 21

The design of a secure and efficient routing protocol for Mobile Adhoc Networks 22

(MANETs) is a challenging problem. Routing protocols proposed for MANETs 23

assume a trusted and cooperative environment. Therefore, several mechanisms to 24
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enhance security in MANETs have been proposed. The proactive Optimized Link 25

State Routing (OLSR) [12] protocol has been designed exclusively for MANETs. 26

The core of the protocol is the concept of Multipoint Relay (MPR). A valid MPR 27

set, is defined as a subset of one-hop neighbors, such that all two-hop neighbors 28

are covered through at least one node in the MPR set. In OLSR, every node has to 29

select a valid MPR set. This mechanism allows to flood the network with control 30

traffic information. OLSR comprises Hello and Topology Control (TC) messages. 31

Every node periodically generates Hello messages. Within each Hello message a 32

node reports its one-hop neighbors. Receiver nodes learn about its one and two hop 33

neighbors. TC messages are used to discover nodes at more than two hops away. TC 34

messages are generated and retransmitted exclusively by the MPRs. Unlike other 35

link state routing protocols (e.g., OSPF [28]), the MPRs report partial link state 36

information. Therefore, the MPR mechanism reduces the size and amount of control 37

traffic information flooded in the network. 38

OLSR is defined in RFC 3626 [12]. A second version of the protocol, i.e., 39

OLSRv2, is presented by Clausen et al. as an Internet-Draft in [13]. OLSRv2 40

implements the same basic mechanisms and algorithms for distributing control 41

traffic (i.e., MPR-based flooding). As many other routing protocols for MANETs, 42

OLSR and OLSRv2 are not secure by design. The selection of the MPRs and 43

exchange of topology control information are important vulnerability targets. In 44

this context, a malicious node is defined as a node that interrupts the flooding of 45

control traffic information or does not obey the rules of the protocol. The terms: 46

malicious, misbehaving, attacker and intruder are equivalent. Therefore, several 47

authors proposed countermeasures to prevent or mitigate security threats in link state 48

routing protocols for MANETs. For instance, in [2, 29, 30], Raffo et al., reviewed 49

vulnerabilities in OLSR. In [18,19], Clausen et al., studied security risk in OLSRv2. 50

The authors proposed cryptographic mechanisms to enhance: integrity, confidential- 51

ity, reliability and service availability (fault-tolerance). Countermeasures to secure 52

OLSR can be classified in two categories: cryptographic mechanisms to avoid 53

impersonation or replay attacks, and Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) [2] to 54

prevent altered information from an authenticated node. Nevertheless, cryptographic 55

models are challenging because in MANETs there is no centralized authority. The 56

network performance drops due to additional computation. Reputation models or 57

IDS mechanisms are designed to detect malicious behavior. Nevertheless, they in- 58

crease the network traffic and need time to detect misbehaving nodes. Additionally, 59

when a malicious behavior is detected, an efficient method to report untrusted nodes 60

is needed. Moreover, flooding disruption [10] attacks can be perpetrated in networks 61

with cryptographic capabilities. For instance, if a node refuses to retransmit TC 62

messages on behalf of other nodes (e.g., to save energy), then the connectivity 63

is disrupted. 64

In this chapter, we present a review of security issues in OLSR networks, existing 65

solutions and our proposed countermeasures. In addition to OLSR, we review the 66

Hierarchical OLSR (HOLSR) [34] protocol proposed by Villasenor et al. to address 67

scalability and the Multipath OLSR (MP-OLSR) [37–40], proposed by Yi et al., 68

to address security, fault tolerance and reliability. This chapter is based on the work 69
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presented in [9–11]. In [9], we analyzed the effect of control traffic attacks in OLSR 70

networks and the selection of MPR sets with additional coverage to mitigate their 71

effect. The MPR selection with additional coverage is presented in RFC 3626 [12], 72

we name it k-Covered-MPR selection. However, additional coverage reduces the 73

performance of the network due to additional control traffic information (i.e., TC 74

messages). We proposed a k-Robust-MPR selection. In a k-Robust-MPR selection a 75

node selects, when possible, k+ 1 disjoint MPR sets to guarantee that even if k of 76

the selected MPR sets become invalid, the remaining set is still a valid MPR set. Our 77

proposed MPR selection offers equivalent protection against control traffic attacks 78

but reducing the overhead generated by additional control traffic information. 79

In [10], we presented a taxonomy of flooding disruption attacks and their effect 80

in HOLSR networks. HOLSR uses TC messages for intra-cluster communications 81

and implements Hierarchical TC (HTC) messages for inter-cluster communications. 82

HOLSR implements the MPR flooding mechanism for distributing control traffic 83

information. HTC messages are flooded exclusively by the MPRs. Therefore, 84

the inter-cluster communications are also affected by flooding disruption attacks. 85

In [10], we proposed to mitigate the effect of the attacks against HTC messages by 86

selecting MPR sets with additional coverage (i.e., k-Robust-MPR and k-Covered- 87

MPR selections). Additionally, the cluster formation phase in hierarchical OLSR 88

networks can be disturbed. In [11], we presented an algorithm based on hash chains 89

to enforce the cluster formation phase in HOLSR networks. In HOLSR, Cluster 90

ID Announcement (CID) messages are implemented to organize the network in 91

clusters. A misbehaving node may maliciously alter mutable fields (e.g., hop count) 92

in CID messages to unbalance the distribution of nodes in clusters. Our solution 93

allows a node to detect and discard invalid CID messages. Our algorithm can be 94

implemented in other hierarchical approaches that use messages with mutable fields 95

to organize the network in clusters. Finally, we analyze vulnerabilities in multipath 96

OLSR-based networks. MP-OLSR is based on the MPR flooding mechanism to 97

distribute control traffic information in the network. The construction of multiple 98

paths in MP-OLSR has two phases: topology discovery and route computation. In 99

the first phase, the nodes obtain information about the network topology through 100

the exchange of Hello and TC messages. In the second phase, the nodes compute 101

multiple paths to a particular destination in the network based on the information 102

gathered during the first phase. These two phases are affected by flooding disruption 103

attacks. Additionally, MPRs report partial link state information. Therefore, MP- 104

OLSR nodes only acquire a partial view of the network. We analyze how the 105

construction of multiple paths in MP-OLSR networks is affected by flooding 106

disruption attacks and incomplete view of the network topology. 107

We describe different link state routing protocols for MANETs, their specific 108

vulnerabilities and proposed countermeasures. The chapter is organized as follows: 109

in Sect. 6.2, we review the OLSR protocol, flooding disruption attacks and related 110

work. HOLSR, other OLSR-based hierarchical approaches and their vulnerabilities 111

are described in Sect. 6.3, MP-OLSR and its security risks are presented in Sect. 6.4 112

and finally, Sect. 6.5 concludes the chapter. 113
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6.2 Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) 114

This section presents an overview of the OLSR protocol and its vulnerabilities. 115

OLSR is a proactive routing protocol designed for MANETs. The core of the 116

protocol is the selection, by every node, of MPRs among their one-hop neighbors. 117

The MPR set is selected such that all two-hop neighbors are reachable through at 118

least one MPR. Figure 6.1 compares the MPR mechanism and classical flooding. In 119

Fig. 6.1a, control traffic information is retransmitted by all the one-hop neighbors. In 120

Fig. 6.1b, control traffic information is retransmitted exclusively by the MPRs. This 121

optimization improves the network performance by reducing the size and number of 122

control traffic messages in the network. OLSR is defined in RFC3626 [12]. A second 123

version of the protocol, i.e., OLSRv2, is presented by Clausen et al. in an Internet- 124

Draft [13]. OLSRv2 uses and extends: the MANET Neighbor Discovery Protocol 125

(NHDP) [16], RFC5444 – Generalized MANET Packet/Message Format [17], 126

RFC5497 – Representing Multi-Value Time in MANETs [14] and RFC5148 – Jitter 127

Considerations in MANETs [15] (optional). These protocols were all originally 128

created as parts of OLSRv2, but have been specified separately for wider use. 129

OLSRv2 retains the same basic mechanisms and algorithms for distributing control 130

traffic (i.e., MPR-based flooding) but provides a more efficient signaling framework 131

and implements some message simplifications. 132

OLSR nodes flood the network with link state information messages. The link 133

state information is constructed by every node and involves periodically sending 134

Hello and TC messages. This information is used to determine the best path to every 135

destination in the network. Due to the proactive nature, the routes are immediately 136

available when needed. The OLSR protocol is based on hop by hop routing, i.e., 137

each routing table lists, for each reachable destination, the address of the next 138

node along the path to that destination. To construct a topology map, every node 139

implements a topology discovery mechanism leveraging the periodic exchange 140

of control traffic messages. Topology discovery includes: link sensing, neighbor 141

detection and topology sensing. In the first phase, every node populates its local 142

link information base (link set) and establishes communication with their symmetric 143

neighbors, i.e., nodes with bidirectional communication. This phase is exclusively 144

concerned with the OLSR interface addresses and ability to exchange packets 145

between such OLSR interfaces. During the neighbor detection phase, every node 146

a b

Fig. 6.1 MPR based
mechanism against the
classical flooding. Consider
gray nodes as the originators
of a TC message and black
nodes as MPRs. (a) Classical
flooding. (b) MPR
mechanism
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populates its neighborhood information base (i.e., one-hop and two-hop neighbor 147

set). The link sensing and neighbor detection phases are based on the periodic 148

exchange of Hello messages. Hello messages are solely transmitted to one-hop 149

neighbors. In every Hello message, the nodes report their one-hop neighbors. This 150

information allows every node to construct and maintain neighbor tables, as well 151

as to select its MPR set. In the neighbor table, each node records the information 152

about the one-hop neighbor link status (i.e., unidirectional, bidirectional or MPR), 153

with this information every node builds its MPR selector set, i.e., the neighbors that 154

selected that node as their MPR. OLSR detects and eliminates duplicate messages. 155

OLSR keeps track of recently received messages by using a duplicate table. 156

Therefore, when a message has been received and included in the duplicate table, 157

the payload is not examined and the message is automatically discarded. 158

Topology sensing is achieved through the exchange of TC messages. TC 159

messages are generated and retransmitted exclusively by the MPRs. TC messages 160

have a Time-to-Live (TTL) field that is decremented every time an MPR retransmits 161

the message. These messages allow each node to construct its topology table and 162

to declare its MPR selector set. A TC message contains the MPR selector set of its 163

originator. A node that has an empty MPR selector set does not send or retransmit 164

any TC message. An MPR forwards a message only if it comes from a node in its 165

MPR selector set (i.e., a source-dependant mechanism). This forwarding algorithm 166

is defined in RFC 3626 [12]. Using the information from TC messages, each node 167

maintains a topology table where each entry consists of: 168

• An identifier of a possible destination, i.e., an MPR selector in a TC message, 169

• An identifier of a last-hop node to that destination, i.e., the originator of the TC 170

message, and 171

• An MPR selector set sequence number [24]. 172

It implies that a possible destination (i.e., an MPR selector) can be reached 173

through the originator of the TC message. If there is an entry in the topology 174

table whose last-hop address corresponds to the originator of a new TC message 175

and the MPR selector set sequence number is greater than the sequence number 176

in the received message, then the new message is discarded. Routing tables are 177

constructed using the information from the one-hop neighbor, two-hop neighbor 178

and topology tables. 179

OLSR implements two optional messages: Multiple Interface Declaration (MID) 180

and Host and Network Association (HNA). They are exclusively retransmitted by 181

the MPRs following the default forwarding algorithm defined in RFC 3626 [12]. 182

MID messages are used to declare the presence of multiple interfaces on a 183

node. HNA messages are employed to inject external routing information into an 184

OLSR network and provide connectivity to nodes with non-OLSR interfaces (e.g., 185

Internet). MID messages are implemented in a network with multiple interface 186

nodes. Additional information is necessary in order to map interface addresses 187

to main addresses. In OLSR, the main address is defined as the OLSR interface 188

address. A node with multiple interfaces must generate periodically MID messages 189

announcing all its interfaces to other nodes in the network. Thus, every node in an 190
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Table 6.1 Summary of control traffic messages in OLSR networks. MID and HNA messages
are optional

t16.1Messages Generated by Retransmitted by Reported information

t16.2Hello Every node N/A One-hop neighbors
t16.3TC MPRs MPRs MPR selector set
t16.4MID Nodes with more than one interface MPRs All available interfaces
t16.5HNA Nodes with external access MPRs External routing information

a
f

g

i
MPRs   Selector Set
a
b
f
g

b,c,f
a,e,f,d
a,b,h,g
f,i,

h

b
d

e

c

Fig. 6.2 Example of an
OLSR network

OLSR network will associate multiple interfaces to a node’s main address. Nodes 191

with just one interface do not generate MID messages and their main address is the 192

OLSR interface address. A node with several interfaces, where only one of them is 193

participating in an OLSR network must not generate MID messages. Upon receiving 194

a MID message, the information is stored in an Interface Association table. This in- 195

formation is used to construct the routing tables. When a node misbehaves and does 196

not retransmit TC, HNA or MID messages, the proper construction of the routing 197

tables is compromised. Table 6.1 presents all the messages implemented in OLSR. 198

In summary, the network topology discovery process is performed as follows: 199

1. First, every node periodically generates Hello messages to advertise itself and 200

establish bidirectional links with its one-hop neighbors. Hello messages are 201

not retransmitted. Figure 6.2 shows an example of an OLSR network. Node a 202

includes nodes b,c and f in its one-hop neighbor set after exchanging Hello 203

messages and establishing bidirectional links. 204

2. In subsequent Hello messages, every node reports its one-hop neighborhood. 205

Receiver nodes identify their two-hop neighbors and compute their MPR set. 206

In Fig. 6.2, nodes d,e,g and h are included in node a’s two-hop neighbor table. 207

Node a selects nodes b and f as its MPRs. Nodes a,b, f and g are selected as 208

MPRs. 209

3. Nodes report their MPR set within their following Hello messages. If the receiver 210

node was selected as an MPR, then it includes the sender node in its selector set, 211

e.g., node b includes a in its selector set. 212

4. Nodes with a non empty selector set periodically generate TC messages ad- 213

vertising all nodes within their selector set. TC messages are retransmitted 214

exclusively by the MPRs. To reach nodes more than two hops away, node a 215

depends on the TC messages generated by all the MPRs. For instance, node g 216

must periodically generate TC messages advertising its selector set, i.e., nodes f 217

and i. TC messages generated by node g are retransmitted exclusively by nodes 218

f , a and b. 219
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5. When a node receives a TC message, it includes the contained information in 220

its topology table. In Fig. 6.2, after receiving TC messages from node g, node a 221

identifies node g as the last hop to reach node i. Note that node b receives TC 222

messages from nodes a and f . However, node b stores the recently received TC 223

messages in its duplicate table and discards future copies of the same message. 224

6. Finally, routing tables are constructed using information from the one-hop and 225

two-hop neighbors and the topology table. Every node executes the Dijkstra’s 226

algorithm to obtain the shortest path to every other node more than two hops 227

away. For instance, to reach node i, node a constructs a path trough nodes f and 228

g. The shortest path to reach every other node in the network is always composed 229

by MPRs. For example, to reach node d, node i constructs a path composed by 230

nodes g, f and b. 231

7. Routing tables include the next node and number of hops to reach every other 232

node in the network. Node i stores in its routing table only the next hop to reach 233

node d (i.e., node g) and the number of hops (i.e., four hops). Thanks to the MPR 234

mechanism, the nodes are aware of every other node in the network but some 235

links are never advertised. For instance, node a never receives information about 236

the link between nodes h and i, or between nodes e and c. 237

8. Optionally, a node with more than one interface generates MID messages. A 238

node with access to an external network generates HNA messages. Information 239

contained in MID and HNA messages is loaded in routing tables. 240

6.2.1 Related Work 241

As many other routing protocols for MANETs, OLSR is not secure by design. 242

Vulnerabilities in OLSR have been studied extensively. For instance, in [2], Adjih 243

et al. present security risks in the OLSR protocol and countermeasures based on 244

cryptographic mechanisms to secure the protocol with or without compromised 245

nodes in the network. The authors claim that an efficient securing mechanism 246

should ensure the network integrity even when the network is subject to attacks that 247

interrupt the connectivity. In [18,22] Clausen and Herberg review security issues in 248

OLSRv2. The authors analyze the basic algorithms that constitute the OLSRv2, and 249

identify possible vulnerabilities and attacks. 250

Several authors have contributed with cryptographic mechanisms to secure 251

OLSR. Cryptographic mechanism are proposed to enforce: integrity, authentication 252

and confidentiality. Thus, public-key encryption is used for confidentiality, digital 253

signature for integrity of the messages and digital certificates for authentication. 254

However, the implementation of a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) in MANETs 255

is difficult due to the lack of a central authority (CA). Additionally, the efficient 256

distribution of public and private keys is a challenging problem. Timestamps 257

are implemented with digital signatures to assure the freshness of the message. 258

However, time synchronization is difficult to achieve particularly in MANETs. 259
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According to Adjih et al. [2], a cryptographic capable node is a node that has 260

received valid keys to sign and verify messages. A misbehaving node can be also 261

a cryptographic capable node. For example, in Fig. 6.2, node g may decide not to 262

forward TC messages to node i or refuse to select an MPR set. In both cases, the 263

connectivity of the network is compromised. Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) 264

are implemented to analyze malicious behavior in the network. However, once 265

a misbehaving node has been detected, an efficient reputation model is needed 266

to convey to other nodes the results observed by the IDS. In this chapter, we 267

focus on attacks that prevent a node to acquire a complete network topology map. 268

These attacks can be launched even in networks with cryptographic capabilities. 269

In Sect. 6.2.2, we review them more precisely. In the following, we present some 270

contributions to secure the OLSR protocol. We classify them in cryptographic 271

mechanisms and IDS systems. 272

6.2.1.1 Cryptographic Mechanisms 273

In this section, we describe proposed solution based on cryptographic mechanisms. 274

In [19], Clausen et al. present a digital signature mechanism for authentication 275

and authorization in OLSRv2. The authors introduce the concept of admittance 276

control for OLSRv2 networks and suggest a security extension based on digital 277

signatures. They compare several standard digital signature algorithms such as: 278

RSA, DSA, ECDSA and HMAC. The goal is to enable trusted nodes and to disable 279

non-trusted nodes from participating in the control message exchange between 280

routers, thereby providing a mode-of-operation similar to traditional mechanism 281

employed for preserving network integrity in routed networks. Additionally, a 282

performance study of the propose extension is presented to quantify the impact 283

of increased control traffic overhead and increased message generation as well as 284

processing time. The authors observed that HMAC requires significantly less time 285

than ECDSA, DSA and RSA for generating a message signature. For the verification 286

of a message signature, HMAC likewise spends substantially less time than ECDSA 287

and DSA, whereas RSA is close to HMAC. Verification of RSA signatures has much 288

greater overhead but is faster than both ECDSA and DSA. 289

In [30], Raffo et al., examined security issues related to the OLSR protocol, and 290

enumerate a number of possible attacks against the integrity of the OLSR routing 291

infrastructure. In particular, authors study attacks when a mechanism of digitally 292

signed routing messages is deployed and an attacker may have taken control over 293

trusted nodes. Their solution is based on inclusion of the geographical position of 294

the sending node in control messages and on evaluation of reliability of links; this 295

is accomplished using a GPS device and a directional antenna embedded in each 296

node. Signatures with timestamps are sufficient to thwart attacks such as incorrect 297

traffic generation and incorrect traffic relaying, when only legitimate nodes can sign 298

control packets. Adding the node location in signature messages allows the network 299

to avoid wormhole attacks and false messages generated by misbehaving nodes. 300
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Raffo also presented in his Ph.D. thesis [29], a classification of possible attacks 301

in OLSR networks. The author proposed a security architecture based on digital 302

signatures. Additionally, the author proposed other techniques such as: reuse of 303

previous topology information to validate the actual link state, cross-check of 304

advertised routing control data with the node’s geographical position, and intra- 305

network misbehavior detection and elimination via flow coherence control or 306

passive listening. Countermeasures in case of compromised nodes are also consid- 307

ered. Furthermore, the author assesses practical problems concerning the choice of 308

a suitable symmetric or asymmetric cipher, alternatives for the algorithm of crypto- 309

graphic key distribution, and the selection of a method for signature time stamping. 310

In summary, the author presented an outline of different signature algorithms. The 311

author suggested the study and design of better cryptographic algorithms, i.e., 312

algorithms that use a smaller signature size to reduce computation complexity would 313

increase the suitability of his proposed OLSR security architectures. 314

In [25], Khakpour et al., aboarded the access control problem in MANETs. The 315

authors proposed a hierarchical distributed AAA (Authentication, Authorization, 316

and Accounting) architecture for proactive link state routing protocols. This pro- 317

posal contains a lightweight and secure design of an overlay authentication and 318

authorization paradigm for mobile nodes as well as a reliable accounting system 319

to enable operators to charge nodes based on their connection time. The authors 320

also suggest a hierarchical distributed AAA server architecture with a resource and 321

location aware election mechanism. Moreover, this proposal mitigates the OLSR 322

security issues and eventually defines a node priority-based quality of service. 323

The design of the architecture targets a minimum signaling overhead as well as 324

calculation cost. In fact, different tasks are fairly distributed among distributed AAA 325

servers. The calculation cost and overhead signaling is trivial compared to OLSR 326

signaling and routing computations. 327

6.2.1.2 Intrusion Detection Systems 328

In this section we describe proposed solutions based on Intrusion Detection Systems 329

(IDS). In [1], Abdellaoui and Robert, proposed the SU-OLSR protocol (SU for 330

suspicious) to prevent attacks against OLSR-based routing protocols. In SU-OLSR 331

the MPR selection is based on the trustworthiness of nodes. A malicious node might 332

force its neighbors to choose it as an MPR node. Hence, a node should never 333

select a neighbor as an MPR node if it behaves suspiciously and shows specific 334

characteristics which would influence the MPR selection. Authors also show that to 335

compute optimal paths, the optimality should not depend only on the length of a path 336

but also whether or not it goes through fully or partially trusted MPR nodes. In [3], 337

Adnane et al., proposed a trust based reasoning for OLSR that allows each node to 338

correlate information provided by Hello, TC messages and data packets information 339

so as to validate its local view of the global network topology. In their approach, 340

when an inconsistency is detected between any received messages and its local view, 341

the reasoning node is able to identify the compromised route. Their approach does 342
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not require any modification of the bare OLSR, but only the integration of the trust 343

reasoning model on each node. Wu et al. present in [36] an overview of attacks 344

according to the protocol layers, security attributes and mechanisms. Additionally, 345

they present preventive approaches following the order of the layered protocol layers 346

and an overview of reactive approaches based on IDS mechanism for MANET as a 347

second line of defense to thwart attacks. 348

Vilela et al., present in [33] a feedback reputation mechanism which assesses the 349

integrity of routing control traffic by correlating local routing data with feedback 350

messages sent by the receivers of control traffic. Based on this assessment, mis- 351

behaving nodes are shown to be reliably detected and can be adequately punished 352

in terms of their ability to communicate through the network. In [20], Cuppens 353

et al. investigate the use of Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) in MANETs to 354

provide availability issues in proactive routing protocols. Their approach is based on 355

a detection-reaction process. Authors formally describe normal and incorrect node 356

behaviors to derive security properties using AOP. The proposed algorithm verifies 357

if those security properties are violated. If they are, then the detector node sends to 358

its neighborhood the detection information to avoid choosing the intruder as part of 359

valid paths to be constructed. A node chooses valid paths based on the reputation of 360

other nodes. 361

6.2.2 Security Issues in OLSR Networks 362

In this section, we describe security attacks against the topology map acquisition 363

process in OLSR networks. According to Herberg and Clausen [22], in OLSR 364

networks every node must acquire and maintain a routing table that effectively 365

reflects the network topology. Additionally, the routing tables constructed by every 366

node must converge, i.e., all nodes must have an identical topology map. Therefore, 367

the target of a misbehaving node may be that the nodes in the network (a) build 368

inconsistent routing tables that do not reflect the accurate network topology, or (b) 369

acquire an incomplete topology map. In link state routing protocols, some attacks 370

can be launched even in networks with either cryptographic capabilities or IDS 371

mechanisms implemented, e.g., a misbehaving node refuses to compute a valid 372

MPR set. The exchange of control traffic information and the MPR selection process 373

are important vulnerability targets. In this chapter, we focus on flooding disruption 374

attacks [10], Fig. 6.3. In this kind of attacks, the target of an attacker is to disrupt the 375

topology map acquisition process by disturbing the flooding of valid control traffic 376

information. In [10], we presented a taxonomy of these attacks and countermeasures 377

based on the selection of the MPR sets with additional coverage. The taxonomy we 378

presented in [10] divides the attacks in two categories: 379

• Incorrect MPR Selection: in this category, the malicious node either selects an 380

incomplete MPR set or forces other nodes to compute an incorrect MPR set. 381

To launch the attack, the malicious node may either generate control traffic 382

information with a false identity (i.e., identity spoofing) or report inexistent links 383
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Flooding 
Disruption
Attacks

Identity Spoofing

Link Spoofing

Incorrect MPR
Selection

Incorrect 
Relaying

One-hop Address 
Duplication

Two-hop Address 
Duplication

Inexistent Links

Phantom Node

Selfish Behavior

Slanderer Behavior

Hop Limit Attack

Invalid MPR set

Fig. 6.3 Taxonomy of flooding disruption attacks [10]

to other nodes (i.e., link spoofing). As a consequence, the affected node computes 384

an invalid MPR set, i.e., some of its two-hop neighbors are not covered through 385

at least one node in its MPR set. 386

• Incorrect Relaying: in this category, the malicious node does not generate control 387

traffic information (i.e., TC, MID or HNA messages) or does not forward valid 388

messages on behalf of other nodes, e.g., selfish attack. In a variation of the 389

attack, a malicious node may report incomplete information or eliminate some 390

information reported by other nodes, e.g., slanderer behavior. Additionally, the 391

misbehaving node can maliciously alter mutable fields in the messages before 392

forwarding them, e.g., hop limit attack. 393

Figure 6.3 summarizes flooding disruption attacks in OLSR networks and the 394

mechanisms used to perform them. In the sequel, we present these security threats 395

in more detail. In Sect. 6.2.3 we present countermeasures to mitigate the effect of 396

the attacks. 397

6.2.2.1 Incorrect MPR Selection 398

In this section, we describe vulnerabilities against the MPR selection process and 399

some techniques to launch the attacks, i.e., link or identity spoofing. 400

Identity Spoofing. The identity spoofing attack [22] is performed by a malicious 401

node pretending to be a different node in the network. The goal of the attack is to 402

report false information about nodes one or two-hops away in order to maliciously 403

affect the MPR selection process. Figure 6.4a illustrates an example where node 404

x spoofs the identity of node d and broadcasts Hello message advertising a valid 405
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Fig. 6.4 Flooding disruption due to identity spoofing attacks. In Fig. 6.4a node x spoofs d and
reports an incorrect link between nodes c and d (one-hop address duplication). In Fig. 6.4b, node x
spoofs c and affects node a’s MPR selection (two-hop address duplication)
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Fig. 6.5 Flooding disruption due to link spoofing attacks. In Fig. 6.5a, node x spoofs links to
nodes e and c. In Fig. 6.5b, node x spoofs links to nodes e and the inexistent node w

link with node c. Then, node a receives Hello messages from node x indicating that 406

node d has links with nodes c and f. In this case, node a selects incorrectly node d as 407

the only element in its MPR set. In consequence, node c is unreachable through the 408

MPR set and never receives TC messages. Figure 6.4b, presents an example where 409

the attacker affects the MPR selection of a node at distance two hops. The malicious 410

node x spoofs the identity of node c, i.e., nodes f and e generate Hello messages 411

advertising node c as a one-hop neighbor. From the point of view of node a, nodes 412

b, e, f and d have node c as a one-hop neighbor. As a result of the attack, node a can 413

select incorrectly nodes f or e as an MPR. In this case, nodes b and d do not forward 414

control traffic information to node c because they are not included in the MPR set. 415

Link Spoofing. The link spoofing attack [22] is performed by a malicious node 416

that reports an inexistent link to other nodes in the network. The objective of the 417

attacker is to manipulate the information about the nodes one or two hops away and 418

be selected as part of the MPR set. Once the malicious node has been selected as 419

an MPR, it neither generates nor forwards control traffic information. The flooding 420

disruption attack due to link spoofing is illustrated in Fig. 6.5a. In this example, node 421

x spoofs links to nodes e and c. Node x sends Hello messages and looks like the best 422

option to be selected as an MPR for node a. Node a receives the Hello messages 423

from node x and computes incorrectly its MPR set by selecting node x as the only 424

element to reach nodes e and c. Thus, all routing information do not reach nodes 425

two hops away from node a. 426

A variant of the attack can be performed by a misbehaving node either reporting 427

a link to an inexistent node (i.e. a phantom node) or selecting an invalid MPR set. 428
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Fig. 6.6 Flooding disruption due to protocol disobedience. In Fig. 6.6a, node x never selects a
valid MPR set. In Fig. 6.6b, node x modifies and forwards incorrectly TC messages

For instance, in Fig. 6.5b, node a is forced to select node x as an MPR because is 429

the only node to reach the inexistent node w. In the second case, a malicious node 430

may disrupt the flooding of topology control information by misbehaving during 431

the MPR selection process. Figure 6.6a illustrates the attack. Node x wants to be 432

selected as the only MPR of node a. Then, it spoofs a link to node g and generates 433

Hello messages announcing node g as a one-hop neighbor and its only MPR. From 434

the perspective of node a, nodes c and g can be reached through node x. Then, 435

node x is the best candidate to be selected as an MPR for node a. Thus, node x 436

receives and forwards TC messages from node a. However, those messages never 437

reach node d because any one-hop neighbor of node x retransmits the messages. 438

This attack exploits the source dependent requirement in OLSR to forward control 439

traffic information. In this case, for nodes a, b, c and e, node x is not included in 440

their selector table and they never forward any message from node x. 441

6.2.2.2 Incorrect Relaying 442

A misbehaving node can disrupt the integrity of the network by either incorrectly 443

generating or relaying control traffic information on behalf of other nodes. Consider 444

x in Fig. 6.6a as a misbehaving node. Node x wants to be selected as the only MPR 445

of node a. Then, it spoofs a link to node g and generates Hello messages announcing 446

node g as a one-hop neighbor. From the perspective of node a, nodes c and g can 447

be reached through node x. Thus, node x is selected by node a as its only MPR and 448

might perform the following incorrect behaviors: 449

• Selfish behavior. The attack is performed by a node that misbehaves and neither 450

generates nor forwards TC messages. To increase the effectiveness of the attack, 451

the malicious node might establish false links to other nodes in the network and 452

force its one-hop neighbors to select it as their MPR. Figure 6.6a illustrates 453

an example where node x has been selected by node a as an MPR but it does 454

not relay control traffic on behalf of other nodes. As a result, node d does not 455

receive control traffic information from node a. Note that in an OLSR network, 456

the attacker can choose not to forward any particular message, i.e., TC, MID or 457

HNA messages. 458
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• Slanderer behavior. Due to message size limitations, an MPR may report only 459

a partial list of elements in its selector set, i.e., an MPR may generate more than 460

one TC message to report its entire selector set. A receiver can not know if an 461

MPR reports its entire selector set in more than one TC message. The information 462

gathered from the TC messages is accumulated in its topology table and is only 463

eliminated when the validity time has expired. Thus, a misbehaving node can 464

always generate TC messages without reporting all nodes in its selector table 465

claiming that the size of the messages is not enough to include all nodes in its 466

selector table. As a result, if node x generates TC messages without including 467

node a, node d is not able to compute a path to node a. 468

• Hop Limit attack. A malicious node x may drastically decrease the hop limit 469

(TTL value) when forwarding a TC message, e.g., setting the hop limit equal to 470

zero. This reduces the scope of retransmitting the message. The attack can be per- 471

formed by a malicious node that has not been selected as an MPR. For instance, 472

in Fig. 6.6b, a control message is forwarded by node a and received by both nodes 473

x and b. Previously node b was selected by node a as its MPR. However node x 474

forwards the message without any delay or jitter such that its retransmission is 475

received before the valid message from b arrives. Before forwarding, it reduces 476

the hop limit of the message. The affected node, node c, processes the message 477

and mark it as already received, ignoring future valid copies from b. Thus, the 478

message with a very low hop limit will not reach the whole network. 479

6.2.3 Countermeasures 480

481

In an OLSR network, the MPR selection reduces at minimum the overhead 482

generated by control traffic messages, if every node selects its MPR set with the 483

following conditions: 484

• The MPR set is kept at minimum, 485

• An MPR retransmits control traffic messages if and only if the sender node is 486

included in its selector table, and 487

• Only partial link state information is transmitted, i.e., an MPR reports only links 488

with its selector nodes. 489

Nevertheless, we can loosen up the previous restriction in order to offer a higher 490

level of security while maintaining a tradeoff between security and performance. In 491

[10], we present strategies based on the selection of MPRs with additional coverage, 492

a non source-dependent forwarding mechanism and redundant information. The se- 493

lection of MPRs with additional coverage is defined in RFC3626 [12], we named it 494

in [9] the k-Covered-MPR selection. In this approach, every node selects its MPR set 495

such that any two-hop neighbor is covered by k one-hop neighbors, whenever possi- 496

ble. However, the overhead generated by the excessive number of TC messages re- 497

duces the performance of the network. This problem is addressed with the k-Robust- 498

MPR selection presented in [9], which balances security and traffic overhead. In the 499
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k-Robust-MPR selection, every node computes an MPR set that is composed of, at 500

most, k + 1 disjoint sets, i.e., every two-hop node is covered, when possible, by 501

k + 1 disjoint sets of one-hop neighbors. In a k-Robust-MPR selection, it is possible 502

to discard a maximum of k invalid MPR sets and all nodes two hops away are still 503

covered by the remaining elements in the MPR set. In a non source-dependant mech- 504

anism the MPRs retransmit all TC messages even if the sender node is not part of 505

their selector set. Redundant information is possible by tunning the TC redundancy 506

parameter. This parameter is defined in the RFC3626 [12] and has three options: 507

• MPRs report their selector table when TC redundancy is equal to zero, 508

• MPRs report their selector table and MPRs when TC redundancy is equal to one, 509

and 510

• MPRs report their one-hop neighbors when TC redundancy is equal to two. 511

Advertising redundant information increases the size of the TC messages, but 512

more links are advertised. In [9], we compared both k-Covered-MPR and k- 513

Robust-MPR selections in the presence of misbehaving nodes. We measured the 514

number of nodes with complete routing tables after the execution of the OLSR 515

protocol. Our experiments showed that our k-Robust-MPR selection reduces the 516

amount of traffic generated by the k-Covered-MPR selection, and offered equivalent 517

protection against control traffic attacks. Our k-Robust-MPR selection increased the 518

performance ratio of the number of nodes with complete routing tables over the 519

number of topology control messages. 520

6.3 Hierarchical OLSR 521

522

In this section, we present the Hierarchical OLSR (HOLSR) protocol and its 523

vulnerabilities. By nature, MANETs are formed of heterogeneous nodes that can 524

join the network following an unpredictable pattern. Furthermore, scalability is 525

a problem in MANETs. In [34], Villasenor-Gonzalez et al. define scalability as 526

the capacity of the network to adjust or to maintain its performance even if the 527

number of nodes increases. OLSR is a flat routing protocol and its performance 528

degrades when the number of nodes increases due to a higher number of topology 529

control messages propagated through the network. The MPR mechanism is local 530

and therefore very scalable. However, the diffusion of link state information by all 531

the nodes is less scalable. Hence, OLSR’s performance decreases in large ad hoc 532

networks. Additionally, OLSR does not differentiate the capabilities of the nodes 533

and, in consequence, does not exploit nodes with higher capabilities. HOLSR is an 534

approach designed to improve the scalability of the OLSR protocol in large-scale 535

heterogeneous networks. 536

The main improvements are a reduction of topology control traffic and an 537

efficient use of high capacity nodes. HOLSR organizes the network in hierarchical 538

clusters. This architecture reduces the routing complexity, i.e., in case a link is 539

broken only nodes inside the same cluster have to recalculate their routing table 540

while nodes in other clusters are not affected. Nodes are organized according to 541
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Fig. 6.7 Example of a hierarchical architecture with heterogeneous nodes

their capacities. The network architecture is illustrated in Fig. 6.7. At level 1, we 542

have low-capability nodes with a single interface, represented by circles. Nodes at 543

the topology level 2 are equipped with up to two wireless interfaces, designated by 544

squares. Nodes at level 2 employ one interface to communicate with nodes at level 545

1. Nodes at level 3, designated by triangles, represent high-capacity nodes with up to 546

three wireless interfaces to communicate with nodes at every level. Thus, in Fig. 6.7, 547

node F3 represents node F’s interface at level 3. The only restriction for every node 548

at levels 2 and 3 is that they have at least one interface to communicate with nodes 549

at its levels. For instance, in Fig. 6.7 nodes F2 and F3 represent node F’s interfaces 550

at levels 2 and 3 respectively. Nodes A1 and A2 represent node A’s interfaces to 551

establishes communication with nodes at levels 1 and 2 respectively. Node D2 has 552

only one interface and can just communicate with nodes at level 2. In the example, 553

the notation used to name the clusters reflects the level of the cluster and cluster 554

head, e.g., C1.A1 means that the cluster is at level 1 and cluster head is node A1, 555

which is node A’s interface at level 1. HOLSR allows formation of multiple clusters. 556

Unlike OLSR, HOLSR nodes can exchange Hello and TC messages exclusively 557

within each cluster. This constraint reduces the broadcast traffic. 558

Across cluster topology control information is exchanged via specialized HOLSR 559

nodes designated as cluster heads. Cluster heads are selected and nodes are classified 560

according to their capabilities at the startup of the HOLSR process. A cluster is 561

formed by a group of same-level mobile nodes that have selected a common cluster 562

head. Nodes can move from one cluster to another and associate with the nearest 563

cluster head. Any node participating in multiple topology levels automatically 564

becomes the cluster head of the lower-level cluster. In HOLSR, a cluster head 565

declares its status and invites other nodes to join in by periodically sending 566
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Table 6.2 Summary of control traffic messages in HOLSR networks

t17.1Messages Generated by Retransmitted by Reported information

t17.2Hello Every node N/A One-hop neighbors
t17.3TC MPRs MPRs MPR selector set
t17.4CID Cluster heads N/A Cluster head identification
t17.5HTC Cluster heads MPRs Nodes within a cluster

out Cluster ID Announcement (CID) messages. These and Hello messages are 567

transmitted in the same packet using a grouping technique. This reduces the number 568

of packet transmissions. A CID message contains two fields: cluster head, that 569

represents the interface address of the originator of the message, and distance, which 570

is the distance in hops to the cluster head generating the message. Every time the 571

cluster head generates a CID message, the field distance is set to zero. A receiver 572

node joins the cluster head and sends a new CID message. The new CID message 573

increments the value of the distance. It invites other nodes to join the same cluster. 574

The cluster formation process is described in more detail in [34]. 575

The hierarchical architecture must support the exchange of topology control 576

information between clusters without introducing additional overhead. Thus, Hier- 577

archical TC (HTC) messages are generated by the cluster heads and used to transmit 578

the membership information of a cluster to higher level nodes. HTC forwarding is 579

enabled by the MPRs and restricted within a cluster. Nodes at the highest topology 580

level have full knowledge of all nodes in the network. Their routing tables are as 581

large as they would be in an OLSR network. However, in lower levels, the size 582

of the routing table of every node is restricted by the size of the cluster and it is 583

smaller than in OLSR. For instance, in Fig. 6.7 the cluster head A2 generates a HTC 584

message at level 2 announcing that nodes 1, 2 and A1 are members of its cluster at 585

level 1. The message is relayed to all nodes at the same level. Node B3 generates 586

HTC messages at level 3 advertising that nodes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, A1, B1, C1 (at 587

level 1) and A2, B2, C2, D2 (at level 2) are members of its cluster. Table 6.2 presents 588

a summary of the messages implemented in HOLSR networks. 589

Control messages are generated and propagated exclusively within each cluster 590

unless a node is located in the overlapping zone of several clusters, i.e., a border 591

node. For example, in Fig. 6.7 node 2 is within the border of cluster C1.A1 and may 592

accept a TC or a HTC message from node 3 located in cluster C1.B1 (i.e., nodes 2 593

and 3 are border nodes). However, node 2 does not retransmit. Thus, except for the 594

border nodes, knowledge of member nodes is restricted to the cluster itself. Data 595

transfer between nodes in the same cluster is achieved directly using the routing 596

tables. However, when transmitting data to destinations outside the local scope 597

of a cluster, the cluster head is used as a gateway. A different strategy might be 598

used, when transmitting data between border nodes in different clusters at the same 599

level. Border nodes in different clusters at the same topology level can communicate 600

directly without having to follow the strict clustering hierarchy. Therefore, HOLSR 601

offers two main advantages (a) the traffic control reflecting local movements is 602

restricted to each cluster (thus, reducing the routing table computation overhead), 603

and (b) an efficient use of high-capacity nodes without overloading them. 604
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Fig. 6.8 Example of a Cluster OLSR network. Consider gray clusters as C-MPRs

6.3.1 Related Work 605

In this section, we review other hierarchical models based on OLSR to improve 606

scalability in MANETs. 607

6.3.1.1 Cluster OLSR 608

In [31], Ros et al. present the Cluster OLSR (C-OLSR) protocol. Unlike HOLSR, 609

C-OLSR does not assume any particular cluster formation algorithm nor existence 610

of higher capacity nodes. C-OLSR implements OLSR inside every cluster and uses 611

the MPR mechanism for distributing control traffic at both inter-cluster and intra- 612

cluster levels. C-OLSR limits the forwarding of TC messages inside every cluster 613

to minimize the number control traffic messages. Every node can compute routes 614

to any other node inside its cluster. To reach nodes in other clusters, nodes create 615

routes to every cluster and not to every node. When a data packet arrives to a 616

destination cluster, every node has enough information to deliver the packet to its 617

final destination. This mechanism reduces the size of the routing tables. 618

For inter-cluster communications, Cluster Hello (C-Hello) and Cluster Topology 619

Control (C-TC) messages are defined. C-Hello messages are used to sense neigh- 620

boring clusters and to compute the Cluster MPR (C-MPR) set. C-Hello messages 621

are flooded within the receiver cluster but not retransmitted to neighbor clusters. 622

A C-MPR is a cluster selected to reach other clusters and mitigate the overhead 623

of distributing C-TC messages for inter-cluster communications. C-TC messages 624

advertise the nodes within a cluster to all the network. Figure 6.8, shows an example 625

of a C-OLSR network. At the first level, nodes are organized in clusters. The second 626

level, shows how clusters are linked. Gray clusters are C-MPRs, e.g., C1.A is a 627

C-MPR and node A is the cluster head. When a node in a cluster needs to send a 628

data packet to a node inside another cluster, it computes a path through the clusters 629

selected as C-MPRs, i.e., C1.A, C2.B, C3.C and C4.D. 630

When a C-Hello or C-TC messages arrive to a cluster, they are relayed to 631

every node in the cluster. This allows nodes to learn about clusters topological 632
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Fig. 6.9 Example of a MORHE network. Consider black nodes as backbone nodes

information. C-TC messages must be relayed to adjacent clusters, only if the 633

sender of the message has selected the receiver node as an C-MPR. To support 634

this hierarchical architecture, every C-OLSR node has additional information 635

repositories: one-hop neighbor cluster set, two-hop neighbor cluster set, cluster 636

topology set, cluster MPR set and cluster MPR selector set. The information in these 637

repositories supports inter-cluster communications. In C-OLSR, not every node has 638

to generate inter-cluster information. The generation of C-Hello and C-TC messages 639

can be done according to three different algorithms: a cluster head-based algorithm, 640

a distributed algorithm or a hybrid approach. In the former case, only cluster heads 641

generate control information. In the second algorithm, topology information is 642

generated exclusively by border nodes. Finally, in the hybrid approach, C-Hello 643

messages are generated by border nodes and C-TC messages are generated by the 644

cluster heads. In all cases, the selected C-MPRs are responsible for forwarding C- 645

TC messages. 646

6.3.1.2 The Multi-level OLSR Routing Using the HNA Extension 647

In [35], Voorhaen et al. present a multi-level routing scheme for ad hoc networks 648

based on OLSR. The Multi-level OLSR Routing using the HNA Extension (MORHE) 649

protocol improves scalability by exploiting high capability nodes. Using HNA 650

messages and hierarchical addressing, MORHE constructs an overlay network 651

formed by nodes with higher capabilities. Nodes with higher capabilities are 652

selected as cluster heads. A cluster head is called a backbone node. Backbone nodes 653

are chosen before network deployment and have more than one interface. Nodes are 654

organized into clusters around every backbone node. Figure 6.9, shows an example 655

of a two-levels MORHE network. Nodes A,B,C,D and E are backbone nodes. 656

Backbone nodes use one interface to communicate with the nodes inside their cluster 657
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and the second interface for inter-cluster communications. For instance, backbone 658

node A, communicates with the nodes at the first level through the interface A1 and 659

uses interface A2 to communicate with other backbone nodes. OLSR is implemented 660

at each level. 661

MORHE is similar to HOLSR, nonetheless it only uses HNA messages already 662

defined in the RFC 3626 [12]. Each backbone node periodically sends HNA 663

messages informing other backbone nodes that it can reach all the nodes in the 664

subnet that it is connected to. When a backbone node receives a HNA message, 665

it updates its association database. Every backbone node uses HNA messages to 666

inform all the nodes in its cluster about other clusters that can be reached. HNA 667

messages are distributed using the MPR mechanism as defined in OLSR. Nodes can 668

communicate directly with every node inside its cluster. Backbone nodes enable 669

communication between nodes in different clusters. When a packet arrives at a 670

backbone node, it attempts to find a route to the destination in its cluster. If this 671

fails, then the backbone node retransmits the message to another backbone node. 672

If the receiver finds a route, then it forwards the packet inside its cluster. In a 673

MORHE network, every cluster is identified as a subnetwork. For instance, in 674

Fig. 6.9, the network is divided in five subnetworks. Every backbone node has the IP 675

addresses of every subnetwork in its association table. For example, 192.168.1.0/24 676

is the prefix of an IPv4 subnetwork, having 24 bits allocated for the network 677

prefix, the remaining 8 bits are reserved for host addressing. If a node inside the 678

subnetwork 192.168.0.0/24 needs to communicate with a node in the subnetwork 679

192.168.2.0/24, then it sends the packet to its backbone node which retransmits the 680

packet to its final destination. 681

6.3.1.3 Tree Clustering 682

In [6, 7], Baccelli proposed a Tree Clustering mechanism to enable hierarchical 683

routing within an OLSR network. Each cluster is a tree. Their head is the root. To 684

organize the network in trees, every node selects as its parent the adjacent node 685

with the maximum number of one-hop neighbors. The parent of a node is called a 686

node’s preferred neighbor. A node with maximum degree, i.e., maximum number 687

of neighbors, is selected as the root of the three. The network is then viewed as a 688

forest, i.e., a collection of logical trees. To form and maintain trees, OLSR nodes 689

periodically exchange Branch messages. These messages are piggy-backed with 690

Hello messages. Branch messages are not retransmitted. Within a Branch message, a 691

node specifies its identity, the tree it belongs to, its parent in the tree and its distance 692

in hops to the root. Roots can choose to limit the size of their three by imposing a 693

maximum depth value. The organization in trees is dynamic. A mechanism allows 694

to switch between a traditional flat networking, i.e., flat mode or a hierarchical 695

networking, i.e., tree mode. The mechanism to transit between the flat mode and 696

the tree mode is explained in detail in [6]. 697

Within a tree, OLSR nodes operate as if there was no tree, except that messages 698

originated by a node in a different tree are not considered and not forwarded, the root 699
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is responsible for the communication between the tree and the rest of the network, 700

and a node in contact with another tree i.e., a leaf node, must inform its entire tree 701

(specially its root), of the distance to reach other roots. A leaf node must generate 702

a Leaf message for each other tree it reaches. In a Leaf message, the node specifies 703

its ID, the root of the neighbor tree and the estimated distance between the roots, 704

i.e., the sum between its depth in its tree, and the distance to the root of the neighbor 705

tree. With this information, every root is able to compute the shortest path to reach 706

its neighbor roots. 707

This protocol employs Hello and TC messages within every tree, but implements 708

Super-Hello (S-Hello), Super-TC (S-TC) and Super-HNA (S-HNA) messages for 709

inter-cluster communications. Super messages are generated exclusively by the 710

roots. These messages are identical to regular messages except for an additional 711

field that includes the IP address of the next root to reach. Unlike regular messages, 712

Super-messages are routed using the constructed paths instead of being flooded. 713

Super-messages are unicasted using the shortest root-to-root path advertised by 714

Leaf messages. Super-messages are the only messages to be forwarded outside a 715

tree. MPR selection is performed as if there were no trees. When a tree mode is 716

activated, the scope of TC messages is limited to the tree they were generated. 717

However, Super-messages are forwarded between clusters following the MPR 718

flooding mechanism. 719

To allow hierarchical routing, routes exchange Super-messages in order to 720

identify other roots and construct a Super-topology. S-Hello and S-TC messages 721

allow the roots to construct a super-topology formed by roots. The roots periodically 722

exchange S-Hello messages to learn about other roots in neighbor trees (i.e., one- 723

super-hop neighbors). As in OLSR, every root computes its super-MPR set formed 724

by other roots. A super set of MPRs is used for distributing S-TC messages among 725

clusters. S-Hello messages are not forwarded. S-TC messages are forwarded by 726

the S-MPRs. S-TC messages include the super-selector set, i.e., the roots that have 727

selected the sender as a S-MPR. Finally, every root generates S-HNA messages 728

to inform other roots about the link state information within its cluster. Therefore, 729

every root is aware of the link state information of other threes. Routing among 730

clusters is achieved using the information between S-TC and S-HNA messages. 731

Traffic outside the tree scope is achieved via the root nodes. Figure 6.10 shows an 732

example of a tree clustering hierarchical architecture. Nodes A,B,C,D and E are 733

selected as roots. These nodes have the maximum degree. Root node A selects B 734

as its MPR to reach root trees C, D and E . When a node inside cluster C1.A needs 735

to communicate with a node inside cluster C5.E, it sends the data traffic to its root 736

node A which retransmits the traffic to its final destination trough B and E . 737

Table 6.3 presents a summary of the features of each hierarchical approach 738

that we reviewed. Unlike MORHE and C-OLSR, HOLSR and the Tree clustering 739

approaches include a cluster formation mechanism. MORHE and HOLSR were 740

designed for heterogeneous networks and multiple hierarchical levels. C-OLSR 741

and Tree clustering were designed for homogeneous networks and two hierarchical 742

levels. Nevertheless, these approaches might be implemented in networks with 743

heterogeneous capabilities. All approaches implement the MPR mechanism for 744

distributing control traffic messages. 745
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Fig. 6.10 Tree clustering. Black nodes represents the roots of the tree. Branches of the trees are
shown with solid lines between nodes. Links that are not branches are dashed

Table 6.3 Comparison of OLSR-based hierarchical approaches. All approaches implement Hello
and TC message for intra-cluster communications

t18.1Routing
protocol Network

Logical
levels Messages

Cluster for-
mation Alg.

t18.2HOLSR Heterogeneous n CID and HTC Yes
t18.3MORHE Heterogeneous n HNA No
t18.4C-OLSR Homogeneous 2 C-Hello and C-TC No
t18.5Tree Homogeneous 2 Leaf, Branch, S-Hello, S-TC

and S-HNA
Yes

6.3.2 Security Issues in HOLSR Networks 746

Note that in all described approaches, the exchange of control traffic at both intra- 747

cluster and inter-cluster levels is performed by using the MPR mechanism. Security 748

is no addressed. Therefore, they are vulnerable to the flooding disruption attacks 749

described in Sect. 6.2.2. The cluster formation phase is vulnerable to malicious 750

behavior. In [10, 11], we describe in detail security threats to both the cluster 751

formation and topology map acquisition phases. 752

In HOLSR, the flow of CID messages is an important vulnerability target. The 753

hop count has to be updated every time a new message is retransmitted. Thus, 754

a malicious node might alter this field to unsettle the cluster formation process. 755

The attack, has a bigger impact when a malicious node drastically reduces the hop 756

count field. Because receivers accept the CID message with the lowest hop count 757

value. Thus, when an attacker increases drastically the value, receivers automatically 758

discard the altered message and accept valid messages from other nodes. When a 759
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a) Correct CID message propagation.

b) Incorrect CID message propagation, decreasing the hop count value.

Fig. 6.11 Cluster formation attack in HOLSR networks. (a) Correct CID message propagation.
(b) Incorrect CID message propagation, decreasing the hop count value

node that generates a CID message reinitializes the value of the field hop count, the 760

receiver nodes may join a farther cluster head and discard valid CID messages from 761

closer cluster heads. We address the case where the hop count field is maliciously 762

reduced. For instance, Fig. 6.11a shows the correct propagation of CID messages. 763

Figure 6.11b shows an example of the attack. In Fig. 6.11b, M1 is a malicious node 764

at distance six hops from cluster head CHB. M1 receives CID messages from CHB, 765

and generates a new CID message assigning the incorrect value two to the field hop 766

count. Thus, all nodes at distance from CHB, greater or equal than four hops (nodes 2 767

and 3) process the message and incorrectly join CHA. Note that the lowest value that 768

can be used to reinitialize the field hop count is two because CID messages with 769

a field hop count equal to one are generated exclusively by the cluster heads. We 770

assume that the attacker has only one interface. It can not impersonate a cluster 771

head. It only modifies the hop count value. This attack can affect other OLSR- 772

based hierarchical approaches. For instance, a misbehaving node may alter the field 773

distance in Branch messages in the Tree Clustering approach proposed by Baccelli, 774

reviewed in Sect. 6.3.1.3. 775

6.3.3 Countermeasures 776

In [10, 11], we describe in detail security threats in both the cluster formation 777

and topology map acquisition phases. Countermeasures to mitigate the effect of 778

the attacks are also presented. In the former case, in [10], we analyze the effect 779

of flooding disruption attacks in HOLSR networks to interrupt the propagation of 780

HTC messages. We proposed additional coverage in the selection of MPRs at any 781

hierarchical level. We analyze the effect of flooding disruption attacks. Unlikely flat 782

OLSR networks, when a malicious nodes attempts to interrupt the propagation of 783
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HTC messages the inter-cluster communication is affected. Our proposed solution 784

is based on the selection of MPRs with additional coverage, i.e., k-Covered-MPR 785

and k-Robust-MPR selections. Our results showed that it is possible to mitigate the 786

effect of the attack by adding additional coverage. The k-Covered-MPR selection 787

increased the chances of mitigate the attack but the performance of the network 788

reduces due to an increased number of TC and HTC messages. Our proposed k- 789

Covered-MPR selection offers an equivalent level of protection but reducing the 790

amount of TC and HTC messages flooded in the network. 791

In [11], we presented a solution based on hash chains to protect mutable fields 792

in HOLSR networks. Our algorithm Hash-Chained CID Dissemination (HCCD) 793

allows to detect and discard invalid CID messages. A valid cluster head (CHj) 794

generates a random number s j, i.e., a nonce that is only known by the originator 795

of the message. After, it initializes the hop count field i equal to one and computes 796

the Max j value by applying t times the hash function h(x) to the nonce s j, such that 797

Max j is equal to ht(s j). We assume that Max j and the value of t are known by all 798

the nodes in the network during the execution of the protocol. Additionally, CHj 799

applies i times the hash function to s j, to obtain hi(s j). Then, CHj generates a CID 800

message with the fields: < Max j,hi(s j), i >. The receiver node verifies that the CID 801

message is valid by applying t! i times the hash function to hi(s j) and comparing 802

the result with Max j. Therefore, if Max j is equal to ht!i(hi(s j)), then the hop count 803

value i has not been altered and the received CID message is valid. Finally, the 804

receiver node joins CHj until it receives a CID message from a different cluster 805

head with a lower hop count value. In the mean time, the receiver node generates 806

periodically CID messages announcing its cluster head and the hop count distance to 807

reach it, i.e., < Max j,h(hi(s j)), i+1>. Our solution is based on the work presented 808

by Hong et al. in [23]. The authors presented a wormhole detective mechanism and 809

an authentication protocol to strengthen the neighbor relationship establishment in 810

standard OLSR. The authors used digital signatures to ensure the non-mutable fields 811

and hash chains to secure the Hop Count and TTL fields. Their solution is similar 812

to our proposed algorithm, however it is implemented in flat OLSR to protect only 813

standard control traffic messages. We address a different kind of attack in HOLSR 814

networks. Our mechanism protects the integrity of CID messages and enforces the 815

proper distribution of nodes in every cluster. In [11], our experiments showed that 816

the distribution of nodes is less balanced when the hop count in CID messages is 817

maliciously altered. We also showed that we can prevent this kind of attacks by 818

applying our proposed algorithm. Note that our mechanism, can be also applied in 819

other hierarchical routing protocols for MANETs that utilize mutable information 820

to organize the network in clusters. 821

6.4 Multipath OLSR-Based Routing 822

In this section, we analyze a multipath routing strategy based on OLSR that takes 823

advantage of the MPR flooding mechanism. In [37–40], Yi et al. proposed the 824
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Multipath OLSR (MP-OLSR) routing protocol aiming to enhance load-balancing, 825

energy-conservation, Quality-of-Service (QoS) and security. MP-OLSR is a hybrid 826

multipath routing protocol. In MP-OLSR, the OLSR proactive behavior is changed 827

for on-demand route computation. MP-OLSR becomes a source routing protocol. 828

There are two phases: topology discovery and routes computation. During topology 829

discovery, nodes obtain a partial topology map just like in OLSR. However, MP- 830

OLSR nodes do not construct routing tables. During routes computation, nodes 831

calculate multiple paths to reach any other node in the network following an on- 832

demand scheme. MP-OLSR implements Multiple Description Coding (MDC) for 833

data transfer. MDC adds redundancy to information streams and split them up into 834

several sub-streams to improve the integrity of data. These sub-streams are sent 835

along multiple paths from the source to the destination. MP-OLSR implements 836

source routing with route recovery and loop detection to adapt to the changes in 837

the network topology. Thus, when data transfer is required, route recovery and loop 838

detection allow every node to detect if a path is not valid anymore and to find a 839

new path to reach the final destination. MP-OLSR uses the Dijkstra’s algorithm to 840

discover routes. The routes that are obtained can be grouped in two categories: 841

1. Disjoint: In this category we have two types of disjoint paths: node-disjoint and 842

link-disjoint. Node-disjoint paths type do not share nodes except for the source 843

and destination nodes. Link-disjoint paths can share some nodes but all the links 844

are different. 845

2. Inter-twisted: In this case, the paths may share several links. 846

To construct disjoint paths, MP-OLSR defines cost functions to obtain new paths 847

that tend to be node-disjoint or link-disjoint. Once a path is computed, a function 848

fp is used to increase the costs c of the links that belong to the computed path, e.g., 849

fp(c) = 3c. A function fe is defined to increase the cost of the links of the nodes 850

included in the path previously obtained. In MP-OLSR, neither nodes nor links 851

used in computed paths are eliminated. This strategy allows MP-OLSR to construct 852

multiple paths in sparse networks where is not always possible to find strictly 853

node-disjoint paths. In addition, to increase the chances of constructing node- 854

disjoint paths, the MPRs report all their one-hop neighbors (i.e., the TC redundancy 855

parameter is equal to two). Consider fid as the identity function, i.e., fid(c) = c. 856

Therefore, to construct disjoint paths, there are three possibilities: 857

• If fid = fe < fp, then paths tend to be link-disjoint; 858

• If fid < fe = fp, then paths tend to be node-disjoint; 859

• If fid < fe < fp, then paths also tend to be node-disjoint, but when not possible 860

they tend to be link-disjoint. 861

For example, in Fig. 6.12a, node s attempts to construct multiple paths to node d. 862

MP-OLSR implements a Multipath Dijkstra’s algorithm to obtain the shortest paths. 863

Consider initial cost c of each link equal to one and fp(c) = 3c and fe(c) = c, i.e., 864

a penalty is only applied to the used links. The first time the Dijkstra’s algorithm is 865

applied, the computed path is s" c" d. Thus, the cost of the links (s,c) and (c,d) 866

is changed from one to three using fp, see Fig. 6.12b. The second path we obtain 867

is: s" b" c" h" d. The cost of the links (s,b), (b,c), (c,h) and (h,d) is set 868
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a b

dc

Fig. 6.12 OLSR network. In Fig. 6.12a, consider the cost of all links equal to one

to three. Finally, the third computed path is: s" a" c" f " g" d. The cost 869

of all used links is set to three, see Fig. 6.12c. These three paths are link-disjoint. 870

To obtain paths that tend to be node-disjoint, we define functions fp(c) = 3c and 871

fe(c) = 2c. In this case, the penalty is also applied to the used nodes. First, the path 872

s" c" d is computed and the cost of the links is updated. The links that include 873

a node in the computed path -except for the source s and the destination d- are set 874

to two, see Fig. 6.12d. Then, the next path we obtain is: s" a" e" f " g" d. 875

These two paths are node-disjoint. The path: s" a" c" h" d, is an example of 876

an inter-twisted path. 877

6.4.1 Related Work 878

In this section, we present other multipath routing strategies based on OLSR. 879

Several multipath routing approaches take advantage of the proactive behavior and 880

MPR flooding mechanism proposed in OLSR. The strategies proposed, attempt 881

to improve security, QoS, load balancing or energy consumption. However, all 882

strategies proposed are not secure by design. For instance, in [26], Kun et al., 883

proposed a different version of multipath OLSR using IP-source routing. Based on 884

the Dijkstra’s algorithm, nodes calculate multiple node-disjoint paths. Additionally, 885

the authors introduce an algorithm of load-assigned to transmit data through the 886

paths based on the congestion information of all intermediate nodes on each path. 887

Badis and Al Agha [8], also proposed a path selection criteria and multi-path 888

calculation based on bandwidth and delay to improve QoS in OLSR networks 889

(QOLSR). The resulting protocol, computes multiple loop-free and node-disjoint 890

paths. The authors implement the shortest-widest path algorithm to guarantee loop- 891

free routes. Additionally, they evaluated and compared QOLSR multipath routing 892

versus a QOLSR single-path routing using a scalable simulation model. In [32], 893
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Srinivas and Modiano proposed algorithms for finding minimum energy disjoint 894

paths in wireless networks. Their main contribution is a polynomial time algorithm 895

for the minimum energy k node-disjoint problem. Node-disjoint paths are more 896

resilient to failures. However, the authors showed that link-disjoint paths save 897

more energy. Zhou et al. proposed in [41] the Source Routing based Multi-Path 898

OLSR (SR-MPOLSR) protocol. The protocol implements the Dijkstra’s algorithm 899

to calculate multiple disjoint routes. Data transmission at the source is carried out 900

through predetermined multiple paths (i.e., source routing). The loads are distributed 901

in a weighted round-robin fashion. These strategies proposed attempt to construct 902

multiple link-disjoint or node-disjoint paths. However, all approaches are affected 903

by the flooding disruption attacks described in Sect. 6.2.2. Nodes in OLSR-based 904

multipath routing protocols only acquire a partial view of the topology network. 905

These problems are described in the following section. 906

6.4.2 Security Issues in Multipath OLSR-Based Networks 907

Multipath OLSR-based approaches are vulnerable to the flooding disruption attacks 908

[10] attacks presented in Sect. 6.2.2 during the topology discover and route compu- 909

tation phases. An attacker may refuse to retransmit control traffic or may select 910

an invalid MPR set to prevent other nodes from calculating disjoint paths to reach 911

other nodes in the network. MP-OLSR constructs non disjoint multiple paths. The 912

protocol computes several routes, but it is impossible to know how many of them 913

are disjoint. When a node part of several paths misbehaves, all paths are affected. 914

All OLSR-based multipath strategies use the MPR mechanism to flood the network 915

with control traffic. However, only partial topology information is generated by 916

the MPRs. We identify two vulnerabilities in all OLSR-based multipath routing 917

strategies: the nodes in an OLSR network only obtain a partial view of the network 918

topology and they are affected by the security threats presented in Sect. 6.2.2. The 919

MPRs generate and forward TC messages to advertise their selector set to other 920

nodes at more than two hops away. However, with this information nodes only 921

obtain a partial view of the topology. This is because TC messages only report 922

partial link state information. For instance, Fig. 6.13a shows the complete topology 923

of an MP-OLSR network. Gray nodes represent MPRs. Figure 6.13b shows the 924

perspective of node s after the topology discovery phase. The links (g, j), (i, l), 925

( j,d), (l,d), ( j,k) and (l,k) are not reported in TC messages. Thus, the link between 926

node g and j is not reported because neither g nor j are MPRs. Node k is an MPR 927

but it does not report links to nodes j and l because they are not included in its 928

selector set. From the perspective of node s, k is the only node that reaches node 929

d. Hence, it is not possible to compute multiple disjoint paths. To increase the 930

chances of finding disjoint paths, the MPRs in an MP-OLSR networks report more 931

information in their TC messages by tunning their TC redundancy parameter. The 932

TC redundancy parameter is defined locally by every node. Nodes with different 933

TC redundancy values can coexist. MP-OLSR nodes set their TC redundancy 934
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Fig. 6.13 Network topology perspective of node s. Gray nodes represent MPRs. (a) Complete
network topology. (b) Node s perspective of the network. TC redundancy equal to 0. (c) Node s
perspective of the network. TC redundancy equal to 2

parameter to two. However, the size of the TC messages increases and in some 935

situation it is not enough to report important links. For example, Fig. 6.13c shows 936

the network perspective of node s if the MPRs report their one-hop neighbors, i.e., 937

TC redundancy parameter equal to two. Hence, node s is aware of the links ( j,k) and 938

(l,k). However, the links (g, j), (i, l), ( j,d) and (l,d) remain unreported. Figure 6.13c 939

also shows that all the possible routes to reach node d include node k. When node k 940

misbehaves, all the computed paths are compromised. 941

6.4.3 Countermeasures 942

The MPR selection with additional coverage (i.e., k-Robust-MPR or k-Covered- 943

MPR) helps to mitigate the attacks against the construction of disjoint paths. 944

Additional coverage helps to advertise more links and construct multiple node- 945

disjoint paths without increasing the size of the messages. In OLSR networks, the 946

MPRs form a Connected Dominating Set (CDS). A CDS is a subset of connected 947

nodes such that if a node in the network is not part of the CDS, then it has a link 948

to a node in the CDS. Every node must be able to construct a CDS of the network 949

with the information gathered during the topology discovery phase. We define an 950

MPRCDS as a CDS such that every node in the CDS has been selected as an 951

MPR. When the nodes select their MPRs following a k-Covered-MPR selection we 952

obtain a k-CCDS. When the nodes compute their MPRs following a k-Robust-MPR 953
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selection we obtain a k-RCDS. Therefore, if a node obtains a more complete view 954

of the network (i.e., k-CCDS or k-RCDS), then it is able to find alternative routes to 955

compute disjoint paths. 956

6.5 Conclusion and Future Work 957

In link state routing protocols for MANETs, the generation and exchange of control 958

traffic messages are important vulnerability targets. A malicious node may perpe- 959

trate an attack by flooding the network with incorrect information or by preventing 960

other nodes from acquiring a complete network topology map. We presented 961

security threats in link state routing protocols based on OLSR. Particularly, we 962

addressed flooding disruption attacks in OLSR networks. This kind of attacks can 963

be carried out in networks with cryptographic capabilities. Additionally, a review 964

of related work and proposed countermeasures is also presented. In addition, we 965

reviewed security threats in other link state routing protocols based on OLSR. We 966

presented vulnerabilities and countermeasures specific to HOLSR and MP-OLSR. 967

6.5.1 Future Work 968

The k-Robust-MPR selection may be affected either by a malicious node, that 969

generates false links to avoid the selection of k+1 disjoint MPR sets or due to the 970

network topology. As part of future work, we consider an extended k-Robust-MPR 971

selection to address the cases when is not possible to select multiple disjoint MPR 972

sets. Countermeasures against more complex attacks during the cluster formation 973

phase in hierarchical OLSR-based networks is also part of further research. A 974

mechanism to improve the selection of multiple disjoint routes in OLSR-based 975

networks is required. To improve load balancing, nodes with the smallest number 976

of nodes in their selector set should be privileged to be included in the computed 977

paths. Clearly, in sparse networks is not always possible to compute disjoint paths. 978

Nevertheless, multipath routing takes advantage of large and dense networks. Then, 979

the cases where the construction of multiple node-disjoint paths is affected either by 980

an incomplete view of the network topology or by the presence of a misbehaving 981

node should be addressed. 982
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